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• Civic learning should occur in 
classroom climates that are 
conducive to student discussion 
and engagement. Teachers should 
encourage student voice and 
engagement by respecting and 
drawing on diverse student 
experiences.

• Reports Folder

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1kwDdyTZcYAxTt3VaLBeFxa8zI3bvp_DT?usp=sharing


#K12Global

Session Objectives

}Using the Global Competency Framework to 

teach students discourse skill-sets

}Understanding democratic schooling as a 

method of instruction – teacher actions

}Highlighting the importance of discussion, 

deliberation, and debate as civic reasoning



Poll: Our audience today?
a. Early childhood educator
b. Elementary school educator
c. Secondary school educator
d. Teacher educator
e. Government policy/district 
f. Education consultant



1. Investigate the status quo in 
order to make change

2. Perspective-taking & 
perspective reflection

3. Communicate perspectives
4. Call to Action



Globally Competent Students will:

● Identify issues and generate questions.

● Use a variety of languages and sources to identify and 
weigh relevant evidence in addressing a globally significant 
researchable question.

● Analyze, integrate, and synthesize evidence to construct
coherent responses to questions.

● Develop an argument based on compelling evidence that
considers multiple perspectives.

Source: Educating for Global Competence (CCSSO/Asia Society)



Poll: How familiar are you 
with discussion, 
deliberation, and debate 
in the K-12 classroom?

a. unfamiliar
b. somewhat familiar
c. very familiar
d. expert



Moral Development, Social Interactions, and Debate 

Source:	Chapter	“Why	Debate?”	in	Debate	and	Dialogue	(Wheeldon,	et.al.,	2013)	
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Using Debate to Develop Education and Social Skills 

Source:	Chapter	“Why	Debate?”	in	Debate	and	Dialogue	(Wheeldon,	et.al.,	2013)	

 
 
 

Debate	Activities	

Variety	of	Skills	

Research	&	Writing	Skills	 Personal	Development	Skills	 Communication	Skills		

can	teach	a	

+	Assessing	sources	
+	Reading	comprehension	
+	Summarizing	and	organizing	
+	Persuasive	writing	

+	Civil	engagement	
+	Identifying	bias	
+	Considering	counter-evidence	
+	Honoring	humility	

+	Speaking	clearly	and	confidently	
+	Clarifying	arguments	
+	Asking	questions	
+	Concluding	

such	as	perhaps	most	important	
like	



Ø Status Quo – “existing 
state of affairs”

Ø The use of graphic 
organizers (grade level 
appropriate)

Ø High school graphic 
organizer for advocacy

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11QzlBPDDvNzyfdzLLGkYJ_KbxDkcKNTC?usp=sharing


Socratic Seminar is just one 
way, and yet…

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11QzlBPDDvNzyfdzLLGkYJ_KbxDkcKNTC?usp=sharing


If questions drive the 
investigation/discussion, 
Then… begin to teach the process!

Ø Question-Answer Relationships

Ø The Right Question Institute

Ø Art Costa’s Levels of Inquiry

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11QzlBPDDvNzyfdzLLGkYJ_KbxDkcKNTC?usp=sharing
https://rightquestion.org/rqi-resources/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HLOgElqNgXQcxl7d4DzXXEmHkqJyFJH4/view?usp=sharing


Deliberation Folder

Ø Students consider 
multiple perspectives of 
a topic

Ø Listening 
Ø Voting

Deliberating in a Democracy
Street Law
Choices (Brown University)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sTaRyWQwF6TrB81ekYXmqksDTlv1Xp7v?usp=sharing
http://deliberating.org/
https://store.streetlaw.org/
https://www.choices.edu/resources-for-teachers/tools-options-role-play/


1. I would take a vote on the topic as a (pre-thought)
Ø The vote was never the same at the end of lesson or 

unit (multiple perspectives)

2. Although students would not admit it, they frequently 
knew less about a topic yet held strong opinions
Ø Learning occurs in this space
Ø Preconceived opinions/bias



Teacher Actions

} Seek professional 
learning communities

} Create professional 
learning communities

} Democratic schooling as 
a method of instruction 
is dependent on teacher 
action!!!



Poll: Now, how confident are 
you regarding using the 
Global Competency 
Framework for democratic 
schooling?

a. unconfident
b. somewhat confident
c. very confident
d. 100% let’s go!!!



} Debate does not have to be 
competitive!

} Multiple debate styles to choose 
from…

} The Netherlands – parliamentary 
debate

} Investigation of democracy 
} Language acquisition (L1 & L2)
} Our debate folder

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1k3S2RpmrvWSA9B5ujMkdj03sksPO4pS2?usp=sharing


Investigating in a Democracy: Debate

CCSS Speaking & Listening Standards
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69 high school respondents, SDI @ LAMDL, 2016



Investigating in a Democracy: Debate

Survey of Dutch Debate Students

Dutch Vocab Listening English Vocab English Writing

Adults

Students



Investigating in a Democracy: Globalizing 
Discussion, Deliberation, and Debate

“Layers of Disagreement”

1. Language

2. Facts

3. Scenarios

4. Values



Investigating in a Democracy: Globalizing 
Discussion, Deliberation, and Debate

1. Language

What is the debate even 
about? How are the words 
in the motion defined? 
Which specific policy is 
being discussed?

Debates are usually limited, 
misguided or just trivial if they do 
not solve questions about 
definition/language.



Investigating in a Democracy: Globalizing 
Discussion, Deliberation, and Debate

2. Facts

What is the state of the 
world?

What is going on? 

This forms the basis for defining 
problems and suggesting 
solutions!!!



Investigating in a Democracy: Globalizing 
Discussion, Deliberation, and Debate

3. Scenarios

What happens if we implement the 
policy? What happens if we don't? 

What happens if we choose 
alternative policies? 

Which outcomes will happen to 
which stakeholders? 

Who will be harmed and who will 
benefit? 

How will behavior be altered?



Investigating in a Democracy: Globalizing 
Discussion, Deliberation, and Debate

4. Values

Why is the current situation a 
problem?

Which common 
values/principles of justice are 
at play to judge whether:

a) the factual situation is a 
problem 

b) the means are acceptable to 
treat this problem 

c) the ends (resulting scenario)
are justified/preferable?
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